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Abstract--Recentiy，with the rapid conceptual and

technological advancement of Big data’the theory and

practice of Information Management have been sharply

transferring in worldwide scope．Especially，the burst of

MobHe Internet and social networks had upgraded the

model of information coHection and service，for example，

the 020 model and Information recommendation technology

based on data-mining have provided a new vision for

archive management from respective levels and perspectives·

By ca劓2s analysis and on the standpoint of archival

information collection and service，this paper discussed the

Information environmental transition confronted by archive

management and its influences such as the shift of archival

information management paradigm，as well as preliminary

exploring on conceptions and strategies for coHection and

service ofarchival information．
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Almost all of important revolutions of science and

technology happened accompanying with the media

revolution，while the essence of human activity Can be

regarded as information activities．Entered in twenty·first

Century，the activities of human society innovation focus

more and more on the field of information technology．

Especially in the last decade。with the full penetration and

development of the Intemet and rapid rising of mobile

Internet．almost all areas of human activities are

increasingly dependent on the speed of information

dissemination and processing ability． And the

development of concepts and practices of digital assets，

bit coin mining are revealing the world human

civilization trend which has been gradually turning to

information civilization led by information resources

from industrial civilization based on traditional carbon

resources．Therefore，it is significant to the focus and

address the issues which is brought by the changes of

information environment and technology，SO as to explore

new information management paradigm for adapting to

this trend．

I．INPORMATION EN、，ⅡlONMENT CHAN(m

The main feature of information environment

changes in big data era iS that the mobile Intemet iS

becoming predominant for information network,

replacing of the traditional PC Intemet．Meanwhile，the

role of social networks and the power of tlle media in the

dissemination of information activities are ful-ther high

lightened．This change makes it more troubling for US to

deal、)l，ith information overload and fragmentation in Our

information management．

A．Mobile Internet

Mobile Interact iS called the next generation Interact

—web3．0．The analysts team from“China Cloud

platform and audience marketing alliance cloud

ecosystem”，according to the scientific development

theory．think that Mobile Interact refers to all practice

activities which involve technology，platform,business

model and applications of Internet and the mobile

communication． Its content and form are mainly

manifested as"mobile social as its digitalized surviving

platform；mobile advertising，mobile e=commerce and

mobile payment business as its main source of profit；

mobile phone games and mobile TV as its entertainment

platform；mobile electronic reading which fulfills the

USerS’fragment time；mobile location services which

provide personalized information service for users；
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mobile searching service which further promotes the

development of mobile Interact；mobile phone content

sharing service which enhances the interaction between

the users．These specific business run by channel

promotion, intelligent promotion， app store

recommendation，mobile phone pre-installment and

application development etc【1】．

The‘‘China mobile Interact trends report’’which

was published in 2012 by Baidu．displayed the n-end that

the users spent same time on PC Intemet and mobile

Interact，furthermore，the growth of mobile Interact users

is significantly higher than that of PC Internet．Besides，

various Mobile intemet terminals especially smart mobile

phone which is a representative of the rapid development

in the fierce competition，is becoming all important

driving force of mobile interact．

B．Socia，Network andSelf-Media

The cone印t of Social network service(SNS)can be

traced back to the word‘‘Human Relations”which was

fn'st used by J．A．Barnes in 1954．The practice of Social

network originated from the online social with me very

beginning of Email which realized the point-to-point

communication，which was developed to the form of

point·-to·-range communication by BBS；then the Instant

Messenger(IM)emerged as extension to Email due to its

expansion of transmission speed and transmission

capacity．And the emergence of Blog(Blog)has

embodied the theory of sociology and psychology of the

individual consciousness，the source node individual

consciousness enhancement，scattered in different time

dimension information can be aggregated,forming node

“image”or“character'’．Such as RSS，flickr，YouTube，

T丽tter，micro 1etter，etc are committed to further

visualization of social networking tools and enrichment．

The development of the social network is roughly

experienced five stages as shown in figure I：early

concept stage based on six degrees separation theory；

Represented by Friendster，the stage based on a weak

relationship with high social capital theory to make

friends with strangers；Represented by MySpace，the

entertainment stage guided by attention economy theory

which attract users by creating personalized multimedia

space；the social graph stage represented by Facebook

which copies real social network's as online network of

low cost management；The highest stage of social cloud

is based on the distributed social networking theory．

emphasizes the social sharing interface implementation
cloud between different social tools．We can get the

conclusion that也e whole social network development

follows order．from offline to online，gradually

deepening me simulation and replication of offline

information flow，finally complete the virtual social

docking with the real world social networks，all along

with low cost management．

Fig．1

Fig．2

Since the self-media was based on the information

technology development represented by social network,

which was the information dissemination way for

individuals of information production．accumulation。

sharing of both private and public way．硼1e American

Press Institute’s media center published the“We Media

(media)’’Research Report which was proposed by

Shayne Bowman and Chris Willis in July 2003【3]．The

report made a very strict definition of“We Media’’：

嘲e Media is the way of general public providing and

sharing their own facts and news after the process of

strengthening by digital technology and connecting to the

global knowledge system．Since the media including but

not limited to，personal weibo，personal journal，personal
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home page，etc．，one of the most representative hosting

platform is Facebook and Twitter in the United States，

China’S Qzone，sina weibo and tencent weibo and renren，

micro letter public platform．Its characteristics are shown

in figure 2，including civil，circle group，personalization，

randomness and spontaneous communication[4]，etc．

There iS no denying the fact that self-media of these

characteristics make inevitably some disadvantages，such

as the challenges of rumors and information acculnu—

lation effect，etc．，but as an extension of citizens’speech

fight prescribed in the constitution，self-media will show

huge long tail effect(Figure 3)in some pubfic events．To

some extent，it will be more closer and specific to the

reality than the mainstream media，for example，in the

“south China tiger'’event，it has played all significant

role in也e process of revealing the truth．

Ⅱ．n¨FoRMATION MANAGElⅧ卧丌TRANSnlON AND ISSUES

Fig．3

The changes of the information environment in big

data era and the resulring challenges in the process of

information dissemination．inevitably call for information

management paradigm shiR from the trinity management

of data．information and knowledge under traditional

envircInment tO the paradigm which pays more attention

to human-computer interaction represented by machine

learning．On the one hand,the shift can be proved by the

big data development thread which iS an epitome of

modem information management changes，on the other

hand．it also will inevitably increase the pressure of

human in information management．

A．Epitome oflM Transition

The concept of big data which WaS produced in the

field of data science，and known as massive data in the

1 990 S，has been attracting widely attention and applying

in various fields in recent years．

Actually，its emergence and development are closely

related to the information environment changes．It

essentially depends on the emergence and development

process of modem computer,Intemet，mobile Intemet

and social networks．From the brief history of big data

shown in table l[5】we can see that the cone印t and

practice of the big data has experienced such a process of

development：knowledge growth regularity-oriented

phase‘_。——information explosion and coping strategies

phase--information transmission and processing regula—

rity phase----big data storage and measurement research

phase---current phase of big data large·scale commercial

application and comprehensive research．The whole

process is positively correlated to the popularization of

computer and the development of Interact．To some

extent，it also reflects the change of concept and

technology for data，information，documents management

in human society，as well as the influence of content and

environment change of information management in the

process of the paradigm shift．
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Table 1 Short History ofBig data．

Ye缸 Author Works Main points

1944
Fremont Rider,Wesleyan 11”Scholar and也e Future of the American unive培ity libraries wore doubling in size every

University Librarian Research Library sixteen years

196l Derek Price Science Since Babylon law ofexponential increase ofscientific knowledge

B．A．MarronandP．A．D．de
1967 Automatic data compression Limit the storage requirements for all information～‰

storage capacity of one’s dossier as the measurement of
1971 Al"lhur Miller The Assault on Privacy

people

in Our society of a now stage more priority is phced on

1975
The Ministry of Posts and

Information Flow CensBs segmented,more detailed information to meet individual

Telecommunicatiom in Japan hoods，instead of conventional imss-rep幔zluced conformed

information[6】

‘'Where Do We Go From Here?”at the Parkinson’s First Law may be paraphrased to describe the

1980 I．A．Tjomsland Fourth IEEE Symposium on Mass penalties foz storing obsolete data are less apparent than

Storage Systems， are the penalties for discarding potentially useful data．

1981
Istvan Dienes of Hungarian a manual for a standard system of

Central Statistics Ottice national information accounts
measuring information volume in bits

Tracking the Flow of Information,
‘'words made available to Americans(OVer the age of lO)

1983 Ithiel de Sola Pool Communicafions Flows：A Cffnsus in the through medias grew at a rate of 8．9％per year'’．

United States and Japan
compared the volumes of information produced in the

United States and Japan

1986 HalB．Becker “Omme￡s嘲姆曲solb dm a曲y’s rates?

Tomenvw’妒’缸DmConmmnica幽m
the r∞oding density has increased hundreds times

“Application-controlled demand paging

Michael Cox and David for out-of-core visualization”in the We call that large data sets taxing the capacities of
1997

Ellsworth Proceedings of the IEEE 8th conference memory‘‘the problem ofbig data”．

on Visualization

“3D Data Management：Controlling the‘‘3Vs”have become the generally-accepted three
2001 Doug Laney

Data Volume，Velocity。and Variety．’’ defining dimensions ofbig data

a white paper‘'The Expanding Digital

2007 John F．C_mutz，David Rcinscl Universe：A Forecast of Worldwide
It is the first study to estimate and forecast the amount of

Information Growth thr伽窑h 2010” dig眦data created and replicated each year

Big dam：The next fi删or for innovation, Points out that broad prospects in the field of big data in
201l McKinsey Global Institute

am甲et№。and硼odaaivity various business applications

International Joumal of Tracking the flow ofinformation into the

2012 home，International Production and
Explored the methods of information measurement and

Communications research results
Dissemination ofInformation

And from the academic focus changes reflected in

the table，we can also find that this paradigm shift process

is also embodied in the COllcem of the researchers in

different periods and stages and looking forward to solve

the problem．For example，the research on information

measurement in the table has always been an important

clues since 1 980 s．fully illustrat呛s也e information

overload and fragmentation is always a problem．

B．Information Overload andFragmentation

Thoreau wrote in walden．‘‘Our inventions are often

beautiful tool，which just attract our attention and make

us leave t11e serious things”．He even joked that‘'we are

anxious to laying cable route，to convey the messages

such as，may be the princess Adelaide against pertussis”．

Although T、)l，itier and other social media since its birth．it

has an important contribution in disaster relief,search，

the information sharing and so on。but it is undeniable．

every day we get through the social networking platform

So we have more energy in how to‘'know'’more，rather

than to identify what information we really need and can

change our daily decision-making，and how to digest and

understand these information．

Japan’s famous designer Kenya Ham also

expounded these phenomena in his book<Design in

design>．He uses“Exformation”as the corresponding

word of“information”．proposed that if we take the

“information'’as me process of information acquisition．

so Exformation means the process of turning known to

imknown through the familiar objects of our essential

after we access to information．

His took cup for instance，told us about the cognitive

process of the cup：we know what the cup is，but in the

design of the cup，we will find that we have the cognition

of the cup in the past is a bit less convinced，because we



start to be not clear about the difference between the cup

and saucer-at this time it changes the known part of the

cup into the unknown．Such thinking process duesn、mean

you have been overturned about‘'known'’，on the contrary，

that meansyou get further understanding of‘'cup”．

Today，he argues，information overload has

exceeded the level we can reach．knowledge has lost the

role of media which stimulates thinking，the accumulated

information like seeds of no germination which means a

fuzzy state that we cannot be sure it is dead or alive．This

state of information overload and fragmentation will lead

to the increase ofhuman information processing pressure，

even contain creativity．In addition，from the perspective

of information carrier,he t11inl【s也at Paper books and

e-books under the environment of information overload

the fundamental difference lies in the two different kinds

of media information efficiency．“I realized that the

beauty of a book is not transferring information from left

to fight,but the treasure of information．’’Such as white

space and decoration design，as well as paper selection

are the form of human feeling atmosphere construction，

the purpose is to deepen the human memory of

information itself『71 Therefore we conclude that the

electronic media and books will go along the parallel path

of deepening mutual influence；111e existence and use

of print media somewhat can avoid the situation of

important unutilized and unmemorized information in

the big data era．

C Communication Challenges--Rumor and Information
Accumulation Effect

In 1940 s，the famous psychologists(Allport，g．w．)

had a classic definition on rumor：runlors=event

importance multiply by information ambiguity【8】．From
this mathematical logic，we can tell that the generation of

runlor depends on events tlle importance for the public or

the degree of attention，and the accuracy of the

information for the public，rumors even generate will not

spread if there is any zero．In psychology theory，in the

process of information transmit and acquisition，it is

easily mixed with human’s subjective emotion and

preferences，judgment，and the objective factors such as

twist，forgotten or false memories and the influence of

further distortions．Due to the importance or attention

degree of public events such as natural disasters，war，

public figures in real life events is not controllable，we

can reduce or stop the rumors only through improving

information disclosure transparency，such as cultivating

credible media call eliminate information fuzzy basis of

rumors．

On the other hand，due to ambiguity of relevant

information。the public．in the process of attention to也e

event itself,will be in their own way to interpret and

process the Iimited．unclear information based on也e

probabili够[9】．Such as‘'Japan's nuclear leakage could

affect salt production in China，’’it just suggest the

possibility of the judgment itselK but due to the public

when receives this information unconsciously tend to

focus on the possibility．the so．called‘'would rather

believe”．and will go to deal with the worst possible

challenges．And like the‘"would rather believe'’,the public

psychological accumulation，means that the information

which conforms to the public psychological is quickly

and widely spread．however the part which is not in

conformity will be automatically eliminated or‘'Mosaic”．

For example，the famous jin yuelin and Lin huiyin's love

story．the public will selectively believe the hero a

lifelong not marry，so as to meet the psychological

expectations for film love．

Considering the effect of digital information

accumulation，overload and fragmentation in big data era，

we proposed that the archive management innovation

embodied in archival information collection and service

should dedicate to concept，working mode and concrete

practice，etc．Meanwhile，in order to make full use of new

technology，new method we should try our best to reduce

the negative impact of big data from the conceptual and

technological perspectives．

A．Perception Transition

The concept of archival information collection and

service in big data era should complete the transition

from“national view’’or“government view”to‘‘citizen

view”．This transition should reflect that the archives

work serve for history，and shape correct national view

of history，so as to avoid Hegel’s saying“essentially

there’s no history in China，it is just a result of recycling

collapse of the monarchy，Any progress are unlikely

produce．’’We should promote and update history view

from the perspective of citizen memory，that means in big

data era，archives shall faithfully record national memory

consisted ofindividuals’memory．
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In Big data era,we should have consciousness of

‘'Big archive”，in order to ensure information integrity is

not affected by fragmentation of the digital information，

in archival information collection we should consider

more about the connections among pieces of information；

the scope of archival information collection should be

enlarged．Due to the change of the storage medium，

compared to traditional archives with too much

considering about storage space，the influence of storage

medium and storage space for digital archives

preservation has been greatly weakened,so the massive

information should be stored as more as possible．

Considering the social network environment and the

self-media influenced by information accumulation effect

and rumors mechanism，our aRention to document
originality should be regardless of the dispute between

traditional records and electronic documents，rather consider

how to realize the accuracy and integrity of digital
information preservation as much as possible from technical

aspects．so勰t0 search information in the information

fragmentation network,to ensure a clear digitaI brand of

digital information and the documents originality．

B．Mode Innovation

In big data Era，archival information service，

especially the pubic information service should actively

learn mode innovation from e-conllTlerce represented by

020 mode．Tllis mode innovation gave full consideration

and adapted to the information environment changes in

the big data era，Especially the activity that it focuses on

the information long-tail effect brought by the develop—

pment of social networks and the self-media，is worthy

of studying and using for reference when we take

public information service鹪the public goods．

020 is an abbreviation of Online-To·Offline，

which generated in the US．Its core idea is taking Interact

as a platform,on which both consumers and merchants

Call mutually achieve their own interests and goals．

Figure 4 shows the 020 concept model，the user‘s actual

consumption was connected with offline businesses

through specific 020 applications，which accomplish the

user's demand information convey and the transfer of the

merchants’value[1 0]．

Its core issue is matchmaking of offiine and online，

currently the most way is sending MMS or text messages

with electronic vouchers in the form ofconsumer password

or QR code to the users．This model can increase the

number of customers for merchants，at the same time，it

also Call provide consumers a new kind of information

mining and active information recommendation based on

product or service discovery mechanism．

hams

Reality Connected With VirtualIty

Fig．4

As to the archival information services，while fullv

considering the environmental impact of big data，but

also we should notice the trend that information product

innovation escaping from smile cHIve[1l】but embracing
musashi curve【12]．砸s trend means that it is possible
for information service in the future to build customer

relationship with the user directly bypassing channel，that

will inevitably present fragmentation channel+granular

content=preciseand interactive information service mode．

Tllis model will reveal the 020 business applications

potential，and also means the increasing feasibility ofbeing

applied t0 the public information service field such as the

archives，libraries．Especially the concept of connection

between virtuality and reality in 020 model is adaptable to

the present condition of the archives preservation and

service in China,and the idea of fragment channels+

granular content also has certain realistic foundation of

mobile Internet and social network．

C Public Practice

ne data collection in big data era should uphold the

concept of open practice，through a variety of interests

incentive mechanism，make more institutions and

individuals participate in the field of archival information
collection and sharing，which is also a concrete

embodiment of the shiR from“government view’’to

‘‘citizen view’’and the specific requirements of the

archive management mode innovation．

The main domestic opening practice is mainly
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composed of the devotion of some Interact companies．

Such as“data tang'’(www．datatang．corn)already has

some achievement in practice．111e website platform

currently has collected from various colleges and

universities．research institutions of more th锄42000

research data sets，involving classifications of infor-

marion science，statisticad yearbook data，natural science，

humanity and social science，engineering and technology，

biological medicine，agricultural science and other broad

categories．ne site registered USerS Can earn points by

uploading data sets，alter verifying by the system,the

users can purchase and download廿1e data sets．In

addition．the site also provides evaluation and statistical

functions which is similar to some e=commerce sites．

Abroad,so far，open government data platform

(http：llwww．data．gov：)set up by the U．S．govemment，

has collected 75713 data sets， 349 applications

developed by citizens，137 mobile applications，171

government agencies and subordinate institutions，88

series of data coHection，295 government appfication

developer interface．Citizens Call also recommend data

sets．It is worthy of reference for our country to promote

the citizen participation and feedback,so as to realize the

叩en archival information collection．

In addition，some professional information services

institutes also have spared no effort in the open practice．

For example，the US congress library announced a

partnership agreement with the social media Twitter in

2010．It salt that the library has gotten the permission to

collect all published tweets on Twitter and had

finished more than 1 70 billion tweets．The amount of the

data is about 1 33 TB，although the congress library has

no plan for classifying or filtering the content，but have

received about 400 queries from the researchers all over

也e world．In custody,for security reasons．these data also

has a copy．As the vice director of the congress library

Robert Dizard said“people hope to be able to check with

complete index database，but for the production of huge

data index is a very difficult thing to do．The file access

technology must ke印up with the cause information

explosion technology．The function of Twitter is the

production and release information．and we want to

collect the information，and provide convenient access．

The two completely different ways．”

In the open service，in 2012 March the Obarna

adminis仃ation announced the launch of its“Big Data

Research and Development Initiative”，in order to

improve the ability to extract the knowledge and views

from the large amount of digital data,thus speeding up
the pace of discovery of science and Engineering，

s仃engthen the security of the United States，to realize the

transformation of education and learning．

灿1 in all，as whole social historical memory，

archival information collection and service must take the

citizens，the government and enterprises，especially the

Intemet enterprise into the whole discourse system，

realize the archives management system of‘'We the

Archivists”corresponding to‘‘We the People’’in big data

era．Of course，in the open practice environment，we need

to cope with information privacy protection seriously

because it is always an unavoidable issue，‘'prism plan”is

a pondering-worthy example．
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